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Colby alumnus presented with Lovejoy Award for Courage in Journalism
B Y M ILO L ANI -C APUTO

seized the phone records
of both men, as well as
many others, as part of an
investigation into leaked
government secrets.
“Adam and I were reporting partners at the
[Associated Press] at that
time,” Apuzzo recalled.
“We were reporting on an
al-Qaeda bomb plot that
the CIA thwarted. [The
plot] used a sophisticated
new type of bomb that was
designed to evade detection by airport metal detectors, and the Obama administration had not told
anyone that this technology existed or [anything]
about this plot. We got
wind of it and we reported
it, and [the Obama administration wasn’t] happy. We
sort of moved on with our
[lives].”
“One day [Goldman
and I] were sitting — we

News Editor

Matt Apuzzo `00 and seven other journalists were
presented with the Elijah
Parish Lovejoy Award for
Courage in Journalism at
an on-campus event on
Oct. 1. This year marked
the 69th annual presentation of the award.
President David Greene
presented Apuzzo and
his former coworker
Adam Goldman with their
awards, kicking off the
homecoming
weekend
festivities. In an interview with NPR Senior Vice
President of News and
Editorial Director Nancy
Barnes, Apuzzo and Goldman relayed their personal stories of journalistic
courage.
In 2017, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ)

had cubicles across from
each other [and] we would
always talk to each other through the cubicles
– [and] Adam goes, ‘Did
you get this email? … Is
it spam, is it phishing,
what is this?’ I looked at
it and I said, ‘Not spam.
That means that the government has seized our
phone records,’” he continued. “It was a notification from the Justice
Department that they
had secretly seized three
months of our phone records almost a year earlier and we hadn’t known.”
“It certainly caught me
off guard,” Goldman added. “I didn’t really expect
the government [to] go
after our phone records,
though we had recognized
in the Obama administration that the Justice Department was ramping up
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Matt Apuzzo `00 and Adam Goldman are interviewed by Nancy Barnes of NPR at the Lovejoy Award event.

investigation into people
providing information to
reporters, and that had
taken a dangerous turn. So
on the one hand, I was disappointed and surprised
but then I … reconciled
myself to digging even
harder … [I decided], ‘If
you want to keep your secrets away, well I’m just
going to dig that much
harder.’”
The DOJ has maintained
that they were not targeting the journalists but
rather the people with access to sensitive information who leaked it to them.
However, some feel that
the phone records were
seized as an intimidation
tactic.
“What’s really going on
is [the DOJ] trying to intimidate [journalists] and
especially the people they
were talking to,” Martin
Kaiser, chair of the Lovejoy
Award selection committee said. “The government
basically says, ‘We really
are not after them. We’re
trying to stop leaks and
protect the government.’
But what’s really going on
is they’re trying to intimidate the reporters’ sources to [not] talk to them …
It’s pure intimidation and
the government trying to
control the message and,
I would argue strongly, [to]
crack down on freedom of
the press, of [the reporters] being able to go after
their stories and understand them.”
At the Lovejoy Award
event, Greene explained
the significance of the
Lovejoy Award and its

recipients. Elijah Parish
Lovejoy was a Colby alumnus who was the editor of
a prominent abolitionist
newspaper in the 1830s.
He died at the hands of a
pro-slavery mob.
“[Elijah Parish Lovejoy] reminds us today
what has to continue to
be important to all of us,”
Greene said. “[That is] the
freedom of the press but
also freedom of expression [and] freedom of
inquiry, which are truly
core values of our work
every single day at Colby
because they allow us to
explore and ultimately
solve the most complex
problems of our time,
even when it makes it uncomfortable and when it
challenges us.”
“These are freedoms
that are constantly under
threat,” Greene continued.
“The recipients of the 2021
Lovejoy Award have recent
experience with efforts
to silence them. Indeed,
they felt the full weight of
the most powerful government in the world, the U.S.
government, as it acted to
intimidate, threaten, and
quiet them. The stories
these journalists share are
critical to our democracy and the right to report
them is embedded in the
U.S. constitution. Today
we honor eight journalists
whose work is emblematic of the courage demonstrated by Lovejoy nearly
200 years ago.”
Kaiser hopes that the
Lovejoy Award isn’t just
another campus event,
but that it has an impact

on students.
“Hopefully [they] learn
about what’s happening,” he said. “Whether it
sparks some conversation
on campus, but also the
other folks [parents] here
take it home to their [circles].”
“I’ve often felt … that
people in the news and
media need to do a better
job explaining what we
do,” he continued. “People think it’s secretive or
hidden, so the more we
can explain that … part
of what we’re doing today
is explaining what we do
and how we do it and why
it’s important.”
Apuzzo began his career
in journalism at the College, when he served as
Editor-in-Chief of The Colby Echo. In an interview,
Apuzzo reminisced about
the time he spent working
for the paper.
“One thing that I found
here was that as you started writing stories that people had to read because
they were fun and different and cool and got people talking and revealed
stuff, more people would
come out of the woodwork. [They would say], ‘I
kinda want to do that; that
looks cool,’ versus ‘I don’t
wanna sign up to cover the
Colby Eight [performing]
in the spa.”
“That was always the
tension when I was here,”
he continued. “The expectation of, ‘we’re going
to write about somebody
coming to campus, like
me,’ versus trying to go and
actually uncover [stuff].”

Close quarters: first-years share alternative housing experiences amid pandemic
B Y V ERONICA M C I NT YRE
News Reporter

The College currently does not have enough
dorm rooms to comfortably house all students
on campus. This is due
to a combination of the
overenrollement of the
Class of 2025 and the
fact that many of the
students who planned to
go abroad this semester
were unable to travel due
to COVID-19 restrictions.
The first year students
living in “forced” triples
and quads are the most
affected by this. The
school refers to these
rooms as “adapted spaces,” but most students call
them forced rooms.
The term “forced” refers to dorm rooms with
an extra person. These
rooms were initially designed to house either
two or three students,
but an extra person was
added. According to the
school,
approximately
47% of first year dorm
rooms are adapted spaces
this semester.
Many of these forced
triples and quads are too
small to comfortably fit
the number of students
living in them, students
say. The school has had
to make adjustments to
the rooms to fit these
students. Some students
now sleep on bunk beds,

and many of these rooms
do not have the proper number of dressers,
desks, or closets.
According to the school,
these adapted spaces are
a short-term solution to
address the specific circumstances that led to
the higher-than-expected
number of students on
campus this semester.
“Our hope is that this
situation is only for the
current term and that
study abroad programs
will resume next semester, which will allow the
College to return some
rooms to their original
occupancy,” said Jess
Manno, Associate Dean
of Students and Director
of Campus Life. “For the
longer term, the College
is currently working on
plans to build new residence halls to provide additional diverse housing
options for students.”
First year students
placed in these rooms
were given $500 as compensation.
Ruby Venturelli `25 is
a first year student on
the swim team living in
a forced triple in Averill.
Ruby said she gets along
well with her roommates
and that living in a forced
triple has not affected her
experience at the College
too much.
A few things, however, have been difficult for
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Venturelli. Limited furniture, for example, has
been a challenge.
Venturelli and her two
roommates have to share
two desks and two dressers
between the three of them.
“It’s been an adjustment,” Venturelli said.
“We only have two desks,
so we can’t all work in our
room if we wanted to.”
Venturelli also feels that
finding time alone is difficult given her living situation.
“Everything’s
jampacked in one room, ”
she said. “If I needed privacy I’d go somewhere
else, because we’re either
all coming and going, or
we’re all in there at the
same time.”
However,
Venturelli
has found some strategies that help her manage
living in a forced triple.
“I figured out when my
roommates have class
when I need to study
alone in the room, or I
just go to the library and
find a quiet room if I need
to focus,” Venturelli explained.
Venturelli also mentioned that keeping her
room clean helps her and
her roommates manage
living in a small space.
She also acknowledged
that her room is larger
than some of the other
forced triples and quads
on campus.
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“My room is a little bit
bigger than other people’s, but I’ve seen rooms
where there is barely any
space to walk around,”
Venturelli said.
Edward Wu `25 is a
member of the ultimate
frisbee team and lives in
a forced quad in Johnson.
Like Venturelli, he gets
along well with his roommates, but has found the
lack of space to be challenging.
Wu sleeps on the top
bunk of a bunk bed and
he and his roommates
share three desks among
the four of them. Wu feels
that privacy and time
alone do not exist in his

living situation.
Students living in similar situations to Wu and
Venturelli have had to
look for places on campus outside of their dorm
rooms to find time to
themselves.
“If we ever need privacy, usually our common
room is empty, so we’ll go
there,” Wu said.
Living with roommates
always requires compromise and communication. Tensions can easily
arise even between those
students who have a room
with the proper number
of people. Adding another
roommate to the mix can
make a living situation

even more complicated,
especially for first years
who are new to the College and do not get to pick
their roommates.
Many students placed
in these forced rooms feel
that their situation is very
unfair. They think that the
$500 they were given as
compensation by the College is not enough, and
they feel that they deserve
to have more living space.
If students are able to
go abroad next semester, there will soon be
more available housing
on campus, and first year
students like Wu and Venturelli may have more
space.

EMMA ROSENTHAL
An “adapted triple” houses four first-year students. Many students have difficulty finding privacy in their rooms.
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One Colby protest group occupies football field, sparks controversy
B Y M ILO L ANI -C APUTO
AND C ONALL B UTCHART

News Editor & Co-Editorin-Chief
At approximately 1
p.m. on Oct. 2, a group of
protestors occupied the
Seaverns Football Field,
delaying the homecoming football game against

Hamilton College by 90
minutes. The protestors,
a contingent of approximately 30 Colby students,
took to the field in an effort
to publicize their grievances with the College.
Calling themselves One
Colby, they published a list
of demands online, ranging from holding students

accountable for sexual
assault to improving dining and housing options.
Spectators reported that
Dean of the College Karlene Burrell-McRae `94
met the students on the
field, where she spoke with
the proterstors. The protesters eventually left the
field, allowing the home-

coming game to begin.
On Oct 4., Burrell-McRae
sent out a campus-wide
email writing that the College supports its students’
right to protest, but that
students may not do so in a
manner that “significantly
[disrupts] or [interferes] with
the operations of the College or the activities of oth-

er community members.”
She noted in her email
that “this protest was not
the culmination of ongoing
conversations with these
students,” and “whatever
the circumstances, [she
and Provost Margaret McFadden] are always open
to meeting with students,
learning more about their

experiences, and working
in partnership to make improvements where we can.”
The Colby Echo is currently reaching out to students
and faculty regarding the
matter and will feature a
full article covering the
protest and any associated effects on Colby’s
campus in our next issue.

COVID-19 restrictions: hurdles, changes, and blessings
B Y D IMITRI L IN

Contributing Writer
The impact of the
COVID-19
pandemic
on the world has been
immeasurable. It has
fundamentally changed
the way we go about
our daily lives and interact with each other.
The day-to-day interactions we’ve previously taken for granted
have now become venues for fear and anxiety and now now take
place behind barriers
and restrictions for the
sake of public health.
While the College has
worked to enforce safety standards and regulations to return to
normalcy, there is no
doubt that students still
feel the effects of the
pandemic no matter
how safely they conduct
themselves or how strict
the College’s policies are.
In an interview with
The Colby Echo, a number
of professors weighed
in on how the pandemic has affected their departments, their teaching, and their classes.
For Associate Professor of Chemistry Rebecca Conry, the pandemic
has radically changed
the way she teaches her
highly lab-focused courses, most of which call for
hands-on participation.
“I think the hardest
part when we first went
remote was in terms of
lab work, as chemistry
is very lab-based,” Conry
said. “You learn how to
manipulate things, work
with
instrumentation,
and collect and analyze
data in the lab, and it’s
very hard to do this at
home when you don’t
have the equipment. We
got around this a bit by

using online simulations
and pre-made data, but it
still didn’t come close to
actually being in the lab.”
She also noticed that
some of her students
didn’t have reliable internet access, meaning
that “their academic
success was directly
dependent on their social standing,” she said.
Some of Conry’s students were unable to
keep up with her class
due to the stresses of
the pandemic itself.
She also found that
some students resorted to “cutting corners
and taking shortcuts.”
“Moreover, some of
my students were outright unable to access
my course material, like
my Chinese international students who couldn’t
even use Google because
their country’s government blocked them from
using it,” Conry continued. “We had to work out
solutions with our IT department and find ways
to bypass their country’s
firewalls to make sure
that they were getting
the most out of my class.”
Conry also noted that
her research had been
replaced by pressing academic integrity work.
“I used to do research, but because of
the pandemic, my new
position in managing
academic integrity and
the rise in the cases of
academic
dishonesty,
and my obligations at
home, I had to give up
doing research, no matter how much I wanted
to continue,” she said.
Many
pre-pandemic
ways simply won’t function without a radical
degree of rethinking
and adjustment as well
as a clear awareness of

how remedial actions
might exacerbate existing problems. Even
when rules are enforced,
certain feats are still
difficult to accomplish.
Despite the jarring
transition towards a different mode of teaching
and the new restrictions,
the abrupt changes have
brought
some
positive and much-needed
adjustments
to
professors’
approaches
towards
education.
“The pandemic has
changed the culture of
our department in a
number of ways, with our
masks being probably
one of the most obvious
examples of this, among
other things,” Economics Department Chair
Michael Donihue said.
“Even in one-on-one
meetings, we have to be
extremely conscious of
our airflow and safety.
Also, simple things like
meetings and schedules
have become difficult to
follow through and carry out due to certain restrictions and concerns
for safety,” Donihue said.
“On a positive note, however, the pandemic has
allowed us to interact in
ways we never thought
to be possible before.”
Donihue
explained
that Zoom has actually
made it easier to contact people at other institutions, creating opportunities that might
not
exist
otherwise.
Pandemic
restrictions
also forced him and his
peers to rethink their
classroom models, leading to more efficient
practices in many cases.
“Furthermore, to minimize the risk of infection
and transmission, we’ve
broken up the class into
smaller study groups

while
also
focusing
more on problem-solving instead of lecturing
during in-class instruction, which has been
pedagogically proven to
be a deeper and more
efficient learning experience,” Donihue said.
Some professors see
the changes that the
COVID-19 forces not just
as necessary actions to
take, but as blessings too.
“Even though I was
originally forced to use
Zoom and other pieces of technology during
the start of the pandemic, I discovered that
these tools are surprisingly good for me and
my students,” Associate
Professor of East Asian
Studies Hong Zhang said.
Zhang found it much
easier to switch all sub-

mission and grading
from a paper to a digital
medium. Additionally,
she is now able to pre-record her lectures and
post them online, enabling her students to be
more prepared for class.
“I found that by integrating the skills we’ve
learned at the peak of the
pandemic and the technologies we’ve picked up
along the way into my instruction now that we’re
all back, I was able to truly enhance my teaching
and make the most out of
my time both in and out
of the classroom,” Zhang
said. “I don’t think I would
have been able to do this
without learning what I
did during the pandemic.
“Because of this, I believe that one of the most
important skills to have

during a time like this
is the ability to rapidly
adapt and take advantage
of different opportunities and developments
to do your best under
disadvantageous
conditions, as sometimes,
it’s the best that we can
do,” Zhang added. “It’s
been easier and easier for us to do this too,
as the makers of these
technologies realize the
conditions we’re in and
rapidly make changes to
maximize the efficiency of their products.”
On the road towards
recovery
and
excellence, it is important to
adapt to overcome obstacles, be prepared to
address issues that may
stand in the way, and
most importantly, to
keep a positive outlook.

MILO LANI-CAPUTO
Most indoor spaces at the College require masks. These and other restrictions have altered the classroom experience.

Column: Ryan Mark’s Remarks

Antibiotic-resistant bacteria: a pressing concern for modern medicine
B Y R YAN M ARK
Columnist

Antibiotics are a type of
medication that are vital to
modern medicine, as they
are used to treat and prevent
bacterial infections. However, a serious new issue is
arising. As the usage of antibiotics increases and continues to be unregulated in
certain markets, resistance
to antibiotics has become
a more pressing concern.
Antibiotic resistance is
an adverse effect of antibiotics’ ability to kill off
bacteria that are non-resistant and cause illness. The
bacteria that aren’t initially
killed by the antibiotics are,
therefore, naturally resistant to that particular antibiotic. Bacterial resistance
develops through genetic
evolution that results in antibiotics losing their ability
to kill or target the bacteria.
If those resistant bacteria
aren’t subsequently killed,
they can grow in numbers
at a greater rate and continue to harm the body.
Resistance occurs naturally in bacteria through
genetic evolution. Bacteria are highly susceptible
to mutation, as they have
a high rate of replication.
The organisms with beneficial mutations will have

a higher chance of survival than their counterparts,
who do not have the same
biological advantages. Bacteria with genetic mutations that give them antibiotic resistance will have
the highest chance of survival and ultimately pass
down their genes, creating
a general resistance within the bacteria population.
Resistance
can
also
spread through a process called gene transfer,
where bacteria can gain
resistance by acquiring
it from another bacterium. This process occurs
when bacteria are in close
proximity to one another.
These are just the ways
in which bacteria can become resistant naturally.
However, by using antibiotics, we are killing off
bacteria that are not resistant, making it easier for
resistant bacteria to flourish by removing competition and encouraging the
spread of resistant traits to
bacteria that were formerly
susceptible to antibiotics.
As a result, when antibiotics are used inappropriately, bacteria can become
resistant
much
faster.
Antibiotic resistance poses a major threat to many
modern medical treatments
such as cancer treatment,

organ transplants, chronic
conditions, and sepsis treatments. Antibiotics are crucial to carry out these operations. These treatments
make the patient more
vulnerable to common infections that, without antibiotics, could be fatal.
If bacteria were to become resistant to antibiotics, these treatments
would not be possible because the infections would
pose too great a threat.
According to the CDC, the
United States sees around
2.8 million antibiotic-resistant infections annually, with over 35,000 deaths
from that pool — about a
0.0125% death rate. Antibiotic resistance is increasing
as antibiotics continue to be
used in the same manner.
Antibiotic resistance will
increase naturally through
the use of antibiotics; however, there are economic
and social causes that can
accelerate this increase. A
few examples are self-medication, pressured prescriptions, antibacterial products, and health insurance.
The relationship between
patients and doctors are
driven by social norms. In
certain situations, a physician might feel obligated
to prescribe medication
to show their profession-

alism. Even in scenarios
where an ailment is most
likely caused by a virus,
physicians may be pressured
into
prescribing
unnecessary
antibiotics.
For patients, there is a
similar pressure, but their
motivation to accept a prescribed antibiotic is driven
by their health rather than
medical professionalism.
Ultimately, it is the patient’s
decision to choose whether to be medicated or not.
Countries around the
world differ in their access to medical resources by income. Low- and
middle-income countries
lack resources, like universal healthcare systems,
that can facilitate the prescription of medication.
In addition, regulations
created to prevent the misuse of drugs like antibiotics are not strict enough in
many of these countries.
This creates a struggle to
both ensure access to healthcare and regulate drugs.
In
response,
low-income and middle-income
countries resort to making
antibiotics easily accessible and available. These
countries associate better healthcare access with
greater availability of antibiotics. Despite these efforts, the result will ulti-

mately be negative. There
is a risk that making antibiotics more available in
an already poorly-regulated
healthcare system, these
drugs will be inappropriately used more frequently,
which only leads to greater antibiotic resistance.
Antibiotic resistance is a
problem that the world will
face as long as antibiotics
are used to fight off bacterial infections. Although
there is research into creating new antibiotics to
combat these types of bacteria, research cannot keep
up with their evolution.
Laws and regulations are
essential in slowing the
spread of antibiotic resistance in bacteria. However,
it is a complex issue, as causal factors include pressured
prescriptions, self-medication, insurance, reimbursements, and patient charges.
By creating laws that balance availability to healthcare and regulation, antibiotics could be taken only
when necessary, preventing antibiotic resistance
from spreading rampantly.
The prevention of antibiotic resistance is possible; however, it will be
a slow process through
which antibiotics need to
be properly regulated in all
markets on a global scale.
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COVID-19 Recap: Maine CDC unsure of future trends
BY MATT ROCHA

Local News & Features Editor
Since the conclusion of the 2021 spring
semester, Maine has
experienced both successes and failures in
dealing with the COVID-19 pandemic
On June 30, Governor Janet Mills ended
Maine’s State of Civil
Emergency, a tool that
allowed her to implement necessary public health measures
and deploy the state’s
resources in the f ight
against COVID-19.
Maine also lifted its
f inal mask mandates,
although the Maine
Center for Disease
Control (CDC) continued to recommend indoor mask-wearing for

On Aug. 9,
Mills
announced
that eighty
percent of
adult Mainers had received their
f irst dose of
the
COVID-19
vaccination, making Maine
one of only
six states to
reach this
milestone.
Maine’s full
vaccination
rate was
the thirdhighest in
the nation.

children younger than
twelve years old, who
are still ineligible for
the COVID-19 vaccination.
In an off icial press
release, Mills commented on the end of
the emergency.
“After f ifteen long,
diff icult months, ending the State of Civil
Emergency is a welcome milestone that
reflects the progress
Maine has made in
getting people vaccinated, reducing the
spread of the virus,
and getting back to
normal,” she said. “Today, we take another
important step forward in our return to
normal.”
While July was a relatively quiet month,
August saw an uptick
in COVID-19 news.
On Aug. 9, Mills announced that 80% of
adult Mainers had received their f irst dose
of the COVID-19 vaccination, making Maine
one of only six states
to reach this milestone. Maine’s full vaccination rate was the
third-highest in the
nation.
“I applaud Maine
people for their willingness to roll up their
sleeves and get their
shot,” Mills said in a
press release. “If you
haven’t had your shot
yet, I encourage you
to talk to your doctor
about how getting vaccinated can protect
your health and potentially save your life.”
On Aug. 12, Mills
announced that she
would
require
all
health-care
workers
to be fully vaccinated
by the beginning of
October. Through this
emergency rule, Maine
was able to implement
some of the nation’s
most comprehensive
and extensive vaccination requirements.
“Health care workers perform a critical role in protecting
the health of Maine
people, and it is imperative
that
they

MATT ROCHA

Thanks to a series of state-sponsored vaccination programs, nearly 69 % of Mainers are fully vaccinated, one of the
highest rates in the nation.
take every precaution
against this dangerous virus, especially
given the threat of the
highly
transmissible
Delta variant. With
this requirement, we
are protecting health
care workers, their patients, including our
most vulnerable, and
our health care capacity,” Mills said.
Maine
saw
a
downward trend in
COVID-19
infection
rates from roughly
mid-April to mid-July,
but has recently experienced a resurgence
of positive tests. In
early August, the state
saw around 100 new
COVID-19 cases per
day, a relatively low
number compared to
the peaks of the previous spring and winter.
Less
than
two
months later, on Sept.
20, COVID-19 hospital-

ized 214 Mainers, the
state’s highest singleday total yet. Ten days
later,
925
Mainers
tested positive for CO-

The Delta
variant ...
has disproportionately
affected unvacinated
Mainers, who
constitute
the majority
of recent COVID-19 infections, hospitalizations,
and deaths.

VID-19, another pandemic record.
Throughout the f irst
days of October, transmission rates have
remained high. The
Maine CDC, however,
has received some positive indicators.
On Monday, COVID19-related hospitalizations fell to 192, while
the rate of positive
PCR tests dropped to
4.3%, a signif icant decline from early September’s rate of 5.5%.
More than 68% of
Mainers are fully vaccinated, nearly thirteen percentage points
higher than the national average.
In
an
interview
with Maine Calling on
Oct. 4, Director of the
Maine CDC Nirav Shah
said that he is not sure
how to interpret these
positive trends. The
data could indicate the

start of a rapid decline
in COVID-19 cases, but
could also be misleading.
In the United Kingdom, where the vaccination pattern is similar to that of Maine,
COVID-19
infection
rates stabilized at a
high plateau despite
the data initially indicating a downward
trend.
The Delta variant, an
unprecedented
challenge for public health
off icials, has fueled
the recent surge in infections. It has disproportionately affected
unvaccinated
Mainers, who constitute
the majority of recent
COVID-19 infections,
hospitalizations, and
deaths. Shah said that
he will monitor the situation and release recommendations when
possible.

Column: Thinking Things Over

The war on choice
BY JOHNATHON MCCARTNEY
Columnist

Where is the College’s
leadership in moving on
from the COVID-19 pandemic?
Last year, the College
earned national recognition for its handling of
COVID-19. In a USA Today
article from Oct. 2020, the
College is lauded for its
swift response to the coronavirus. From responsible
masking to frequent test-

ing, the College gave its all
to tackle COVID-19 from
the outset and succeeded
in preserving a much more
“normal” educational experience than most colleges.
The country is now at a
point when highly effective
COVID-19
vaccines
have been widely available
for months. Everyone at the
College, from students to
faculty and staff, is vaccinated, save a small minority
for medical or other exemptions.

As a community, the overarching goal seems to be to
move past the coronavirus
and restore the sense of
normalcy that society has
been lacking for nearly two
years. So why does the College still enforce a mask
mandate?
The College, one of the
finest liberal arts institutions in the nation, should
be, in theory, steeped in
Western intellectual traditions. That being said, one
would presume a hesitancy

on behalf of the College to
use coercive force against
its student body and staff.
Nevertheless, “the College’s
indoor mask requirement
will be in place until further notice,” per the College’s Health, Safety, and
Resources webpage.
Liberty, a core value of
American culture and general Western tradition, is
regrettably absent in the
classrooms where students
discuss John Locke. Liberty has been denied to the
students in the library re-

“As a community, the overarching goal
seems to be to
move past the
coronavirus
and restore the
sense of normalcy which
society has
been lacking
for nearly two
years. So, why
does the College
still enforce a
mask mandate?”
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During the 2020-2021 academic year, the College instituted mask-wearing in its effort to limit the transmission of COVID-19 on campus. The College has continued this policy into the 2021-2022 year.

searching the philosophical
foundations of the Bill of
Rights.
The College makes no
qualms
about
students’
decision-making
abilities
when they charge them
$75,000+ annually to attend,
often resulting in years, if
not decades, of student loan
debt. But that same (vaccinated) student requires
authoritarian intervention
regarding a precaution for
a virus for which 96.5% of
deaths are above the age of
45, and 92% of deaths are
among the unvaccinated
population, according to

the CDC.
This is not to say that community members should not
wear masks. Rather, that decision should be one of personal discretion. Students
and faculty are all at an age
when they can weigh their
own risk-to-reward balance.
There is nothing wrong with
individuals deciding to take
extra precautions for their
health and safety.
Nor is there any question
regarding whether the College can have a mask mandate. The College certainly
has the authority to, but the
community should question
the rationale regardless;
why should the College decide for others what is best
for them?
In the Colby Plan, the
College outlines ten educational precepts, multiple
of which are directly incompatible with the demonstrated acceptability of
placing arbitrary restrictions upon peoples’ everyday lives. Namely,
“To develop one’s capability for critical thinking,”
“To become knowledgeable about American culture,”
“To learn ... how each individual can confront intolerance,”
“To understand and reflect searchingly upon one’s
own values and the values
of others,”
“To examine the interconnections between developments in science and technology and the quality of
human life,” and
“To explore ... one’s responsibility to contribute to
the world.”
For the sake of its reputation as an institution that
demonstrates respect for
the lives of its members, the
College needs to take much
greater precaution before
hypocritically restraining
others’ free will. To obstruct the ability to choose
is to deny individuals the
foundation of being, and
that is the decision that the
College has made.
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Shaping Scientific Leaders: the Pulver
Science Scholars Program
BY ELAINE LIU

Features Reporter
One of the most invaluable aspects of
the Colby experience
is the opportunity to
access resources that
facilitate and support
students in their academic and professional
pursuits. From providing funding for study
abroad programs to offering DavisConnects
advising, it seems the
College is dedicated to
connecting
students
with the best opportunities.
In continuing its effort to help students
succeed, the College
established the Pulver
Science Scholars Program in 2020 to offer
students unparalleled
access to internships
and research positions
in the sciences.
Named after Trustee

David Pulver `63 and
his wife Carol, the
Pulver Science Scholars Program selects a
group of ten scientifically-talented students
from each class.
Every scholar receives
at least two
funded research or internship opportunities
during their four years.
This gives students the
freedom to take advantage of meaningful
opportunities without
worrying about financial restraints.
Scholars work closely with professors and
leading research teams
to further their interests in biology, chemistry, computer science,
and other scientific
fields.
The program
works closely with the
Linde Packman Lab for
Biosciences Innovation
and the Jackson Laboratory, among other top
national research insti-

Every scholar
receives at
least two funded research
or internship
opportunities
during their
four academic
years. This
gives students
the freedom to
take advantage
of meaningful opportunities without
woruying
about f inancial restraints.

tutes.
Anna Pavlova `24,
a biochemistry and
classical civilizations
double major, spoke
about her experience
as a member of the first
Pulver Science Scholar
cohort.
“The program helps
you achieve your interests in all disciplines
of science, not just biology or chemistry or
pre-med.” Pavlova said.
“We’re all unique and
we all get to tailor our
experiences. We’re not
limited by any means.”
Pavlova elaborated on
her experience as one
of the first four Colby
students to go to the
Center for Discovery
and Innovation, a new
research lab affilitated
with Hackensack Meridian Health in Hackensack, New Jersey.
“I was part of Dr. Jyothi Nagajyothi’s lab, and
I had my own breast

ANNA PAVLOVA

The Pulver Science Scholars Program funds science research and internship opportunities for students.
Anna Pavlova `24 (above) was honored as a member of the first cohort.

cancer
line
called
E0771,” Pavlova explained. “It was mainly
for practice, but at one
point my mentor was
working on this breast
cancer project, and he
said he’s going to need
some of my cells to inject into some mice. A
week later he shows
me the tumor that he
extracted from those
mice with the cells. The
fact that I could see the
whole cycle was incredible to me.”
The program allows
students to gain handson experience in scientific research. The
most meaningful aspect of the scholar program, however, may be
the long-term connections students establish
along the way.
“I have met the academically elite in my
respective field, who
are interesting, cool
people that are pioneers in their field
and have become my
mentors for life,” Pavlova explained. “They
become my friends for
life who inspire me to
keep working hard and
pursue my goals. The
opportunities from Pulver are more than simply internships: I get to
meet these incredible
people.”
Yet the benefits of
the Pulver Science Program are not limited to
its participants or the
laboratories they help.
The program helps
cultivate students into
scientific leaders who
actively contribute to
academic
advancement.
“The program encourages our scholars
to do their best and
pursue their goals and
dreams. Our scholars
take that to the greater
scientific community
and contribute to the
school. We spread our
love of our fields,” Pavlova said. “The program
is designed to create a
pipeline for the most
ambitious and talented students from any
background to pursue
research, internship or
academic
opportunities. The academic level of greatness is amaz-

ing.”
Another
Pulver
Scholar, who wished
to remain anonymous,
commented that the
program
has
given
them a sense of community within the College.

“The pro-

gram is
designed
to create a
pipeline for
the most
ambitious
and talented
students
from any
background
to pursue
research,
internship
or academic
opportunities. ”
Anna Pavlova `24
“You know these are
people who want to
help you succeed: who
you can count on to
give you a hand. That
means a lot in a rigorous, competitive environment like Colby,”
they said. “They inspire
me because I see people using their passion
to make tangible differences, and because
I know I’m not alone in
my endeavor.”
Initiatives like the
Pulver Science Scholars Program demonstrate the efforts of the
College to cultivate students whose contributions are not just limited to the school.
Through the Pulver
Science Scholars Program, the College has
committed to offering
its students resources
they otherwise may not
have access to, helping students grow into
leaders in every academic field.

Column: Muddy Boots Corner

How the pandemic changed my relationship with nature
BY FIONA CASSON
Columnist

Some of my most vivid
memories from my childhood consist of me whipping
up magic mud potions in
the backyard. I would run to
hand my mother a Dixie cup
full of the liquid and stamp
my ladybug rain boots until she pretended to take a
hearty swig.
Once I was satisfied that
she approved of my cooking,
I would move on to the appetizers: mud pies garnished
with grass and pill bugs.
Much of my childhood was
spent like this; the outdoors
was merely an extension of
my play space.
But then, I started high
school, moved to New York
City, took up rowing, and
very soon, “going outside”
took on a different feeling.
During these years, the outdoors became a training tool
instead of a space of recreation. When I walked out

I started high
school, moved
to New York
City, took up
rowing, and
very soon, going outside
took on a different feeling.
During these
years, the outdoors became a
training tool instead of a space
of recreation.

the front door, it was with
the goal of running x miles
in y minutes, thereby burning z calories. I treated this
time like a math equation
that could only be solved by
staring at my pedometer as I
begrudgingly jogged.
Then came March 2020.
College students across the
country were sent home,
businesses
closed
their
doors, and we all retreated
into our homes because of
COVID-19. Each day had
the blandness of congealed
oatmeal as I stared at my
screen, failing to grasp my
Zoom classes. The outdoors
had never looked so tantalizing. I had the privilege of
quarantining in a house in
the Vermont woods, and I
quickly turned to nature as
my escape from the worrying reality of COVID-19.
Every day, I hit the dirt
road heading away from my
house that ran alongside
miles of fields. I was secretly relieved that there was
no cell service to be found.
Since there was nothing to
do, the realization that nothing was expected of me made
me feel lighter than I had in
years.
I made friends with a herd
of cows (with the most enviable eyelashes). I noticed
little things, like types of
fungi, ferns, and the positions of the sun. I spotted
a thumb-sized, fire-orange
gecko, whom I surely would
have
crushed
underfoot
had I been distracted by my
phone.
I wasn’t the only one to
seek comfort in escapism
during this period. The
hashtag “Cottagecore,” an
aesthetic that embraces pastoral life and a back-to-theland ethos, has over 7 billion
views on TikTok. Musical
artists who released songs

This deep dive
into nature
also made me
look differently at my
own body.
Before, I had
been intent
on using the
outdoors to
ref ine whatever imperfections I saw in
myself. Yet as
I witnessed
the inconceivably tragic
COVID death
toll climb, I
became grateful that my
body had kept
me healthy
and alive.

self. Yet as I witnessed the inconceivably tragic COVID-19
death toll climb, I became
grateful that my body had
kept me healthy and alive.
Thankfully, my life is no
longer so isolated, as the
world is no longer standing

still. I’m near the people that
I love and very happy to be
taking in-person classes. But
a glance out the window at
the arboretum still pulls me.
My muddy sneakers sit by
the door, promising adventure, not punishment.

in 2020 turned to nature or
imagined worlds far away
from practical concerns as
well.
For example, Taylor Swift’s
Folklore, released in July
2020, featured an album cover and promotional photos
of the singer eclipsed by tall
trees and standing in a misty
field in a nightgown.
This deep dive into nature
also made me look differentFIONA CASSON
ly at my own body. Before, I
had been intent on using the
outdoors to refine whatever The COVID-19 pandemic helped Fiona Casson `23 reconnect with
imperfections I saw in my- nature.
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“Squid Game”: South Korean streaming sensation
B Y TANVI IYER
A&E Reporter

Over
the
past
year,
TikTok
has
demonstrated
that
it can make almost
any thing viral. It has
done just that with the
South Korean Netf lix
original show “Squid
Game.” With almost no
major
adver tisements
in the United States,
this rather gruesome
show has managed to
garner millions of views
thanks to social media.
Originally
released
on Sept. 17, “Squid
Game” is on track to be
Netf lix’s most watched
series in any language.
It has been ranked
number one in multiple
countries including the
U.S., U.K., and South
Korea. In fact, videos
tagged with #squidgame
has been viewed more
than 22.8 billion times
on TikTok alone.
The show is centered

around a serial gambler
Seong Gi-hun, who is
struggling to support
himself and his family.
Gi-hun finds himself
placed in competition
for $39.4 million where
participants
compete
with
their
lives.
Among,
456
devious
participants only one
can
be
victorious.
Performance: 8/10
The cast of this show
consists of quite a few
well known actors in
South Korea, including
Lee
Jung-jae
who
por trays
the
main
character Seong Gi-hun/
Player 456 and Kim Joor yeong who plays Han
Mi-Nyeo/Player 212.
Each character was
depicted so well that
as a viewer found
yourself rooting for
cer tain characters and
despising others. In
par ticular, a newcomer
to the screen, actress
Jung
Ho-yeon,
stole

viewers’ hear ts in her
por trayal of Kang SaeByeok/Player 067.
Ho-yeon has become
the
most-followed
South Korean actress
on Instagram thanks
to the show’s success.
Plot: 10/10
The plot is truly
the star of this show.
Each
character’s
story is developed at
an
impressive
pace
allowing viewers to truly
connect with them.
Additionally, all of the
side stories that were
included made sense in
the context of the show,
which can be quite
difficult to do well.
There are quite a few
unpredictable
twists,
making it a gripping
watch. The suspense
built throughout each
episode
makes
you
want more each time an
episode ends, making
this the perfect binge
watch.

Writer Creativity: 9/10
The twists and turns
of this show are more
than enough to keep
you hooked, but the
underlying concept is
one that really makes
you think about our
society. The show itself
is a commentary on
capitalism that has been
heavily inf luenced by
South Korean history.
Highlighting
social
structures,
class
differences, and the
general unequal playing
field that exists in
society, the show retains
nuance,
forcing
the
viewer to think deeply.
The dialogue itself
is
well-written
and
communicates the story
effectively. However, it
was recently revealed
that
the
provided
English subtitles were
inaccurate and changed
the meaning of the
dialogue. Netf lix quickly
solved this issue after

viewers began to point
it out.
The show somehow
manages to be equal
parts endearing and
shocking. Truly a must
watch, it is the perfect
show to ease into the
Halloween season.
Netf lix even offers
a version dubbed in

English
if
reading
translated subtitles is
too daunting of a task,
giving you no excuse.
However, I would say
that if you are averse to
blood or grisly details
make sure to watch
this with a friend!
Overall Rating: 9/10

An illustration of the squid game board, a children’s playground
game and a major element of the show “Squid Game.”

Promotion:

Wes Anderson Film Series
at Railroad Square Cinema
WATERVILLE, Ma ine - The Ma ine Film Center
a nnounces t he launch of a f ilm ser ies ca lled
“(some of ) The Best of Wes (so fa r),” feat ur ing
f ilms directed by Wes A nderson, in a nt icipat ion
of his upcoming feat ure release, “T he French
Dispatch.” T he screenings w ill ta ke place ever y
Monday at 7:00 p.m. from October 4 –November
1. Tickets a re ava ila ble at t he Ra ilroad Squa re
Cinema box off ice or at Ma ineFilmCenter.org.
Monday, Oct. 4 at 7:00 p.m.
“Bot t le Rocket ” (1996)
Wes A nderson’s feat ure debut sta rs Luke a nd
Owen Wilson as t wo best fr iends who have gone
on t he la m a f ter robbing a sma ll bookstore.
Monday, Oct. 11 at 7:00 p.m.
“The Roya l Tenenbaums” (2001)
T he aging a nd a bsent pat r ia rch of t he
Tenenbaums (played by Gene Hack ma n), a
wea lt hy, eccent r ic fa mily in upper class New
York Cit y, ret ur ns to t he fa mily fa k ing a n illness
w it h t he intent of get t ing closer to his now-adult
children. Sta r r ing Ben St iller, Gw y net h Pa lt row,
Billy Mur ray, Da nny Glover, A ngelica Huston,
Owen Wilson, a nd Luke Wilson.
Monday, Oct. 18 at 7:00 p.m.
“The Life Aquat ic” w it h Steve Zissou (2004)
Wes A nderson’s four t h feat ure sta rs Bill Mur ray
as a n eccent r ic ocea nographer who sets out to
exact revenge on t he elusive “jag ua r sha rk ” t hat
ate a member of his crew. Tea m Zissou, as t he
crew is ca lled, is sta r-st udded w it h A nderson’s
favor ite colla borators A ngelica Huston a nd Owen
Wilson, as well as Jeff Gold blum, Willem Da foe,
Cate Bla nchet t. T his naut ica l advent ure, co w r it ten w it h Noa h Baumbach, showcases t he best
of A nderson’s f ilmma k ing.
Monday, Oct. 25 at 7:00 p.m.
“Moonr ise K ingdom” (2012)
T he yea r is 1965, a nd t he residents of New
Penza nce, a n isla nd off t he coast of New Engla nd,
inha bit a communit y t hat seems untouched by
some of t he bad t hings going on in t he rest of t he
world. Twelve-yea r-olds Sa m a nd Suz y have fa llen
in love a nd decide to r un away. But a v iolent stor m
is approaching t he isla nd, forcing a group of
quirk y adults (Br uce Willis, Edwa rd Nor ton, Bill
Mur ray) to mobilize a sea rch pa r t y a nd f ind t he
yout hs before ca la mit y st r ikes.
Monday, Nov. 1 at 7:00 p.m.
“The Gra nd Budapest Hotel” (2014)
In t he 1930s, t he Gra nd Budapest Hotel is a
popula r Europea n sk i resor t, presided over by
concierge Gustave H. (Ra lph Fiennes), who pr ides
himself on prov iding f irst- class ser v ice to t he
hotel’s g uests, including sat isf y ing t he needs of
t he ma ny elderly women who stay t here. Zero,
a junior lobby boy, becomes Gustave’s fr iend
a nd protegé. W hen one of Gustave’s lovers dies
myster iously, Gustave f inds himself t he recipient
of a pr iceless pa int ing a nd t he chief suspect in
her murder.
Proof of vaccinat ion (or a negat ive COV ID -19
test) a nd mask ing at a ll indoor events is required.
More infor mat ion at Water v illeCreates.org /cov idpolicy.

About the Maine Film Center
The Ma ine Film Center (MFC) br ings worldclass independent f ilm to Cent ra l Ma ine t hrough
Ra ilroad Squa re Cinema, t he only Sunda nce
Ar t House Project cinema in Ma ine a nd t he
a nnua l Ma ine Inter nat iona l Film Fest iva l, a 10 day celebrat ion t hat at t racts f ilmma kers a nd
f ilm a f icionados from a round t he world, a nd by
deliver ing impact f ul, accessible f ilm ex hibit ion
a nd educat ion progra ms. MFC f ir mly believes
t hat a r t a nd cult ure have t he power to enr ich
lives, st reng t hen communit y bonds, a nd ser ve
as a n economic engine. MFC is a div ision of
Water v ille Creates. For more infor mat ion, v isit
Ma ineFilmCenter.org.
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An easy decision: vegetarians choose Foss and so should you!
B Y T AR A G O DAY

Opinions Reporter
Hello
readers!
My
name is Tara Goday. I am
a sophomore studying
environmental
policy
and am ecstatic to be one
of your newest opinion
reporters. Though I have
many interests ranging
from
environmental
issues to pop culture that
I am sure I will be writing
about at some point this
semester, today I want
to talk about a subject I
know is always on every
Colby student’s mind:
the dining halls here on
campus.
I am not here today to
stir up controversy about
which dining hall is the
best, even though many
reading this will be able
to tell my clear favorite.
Instead, I aim to discuss
the lack of options we
have here on campus and
explain why Foss needs
to be open on weekends.
When conducting my
interviews, I did not
expect my peers to be
as passionate about this
issue as I am, but I found
many
students
who
shared not only their
love for Foss, but their
desire for the dining hall
to be open every day and
have the same hours as
the other dining halls on
campus.
On campus, Foss is
regarded as the “quirky”
dining hall because it has
different hours and is
often used to host events.
Foss
also
frequently
serves food from many
different cultures and
tries to accommodate a
variety of allergies and

dietary restrictions.
As someone who rarely
eats meat, I have noticed
that Foss is the easiest
place on campus to find
options.
At lunch, they have
a wrap station where
your wrap or sandwich
is tailored to fit your
individual dietary needs.
At dinner, they have the
stir-fry station, which
also caters to most
dietary restrictions and
allows everyone to get
a serving of vegetables
they like, a rarity on this
campus.
Through writing this
article, I found that many
of my peers had similar
feelings about Foss.
Emma Abbott, a fellow
sophomore, said “I used
to be a vegetarian for
over two years, but once
I got to Colby I found it
harder and harder to find
foods that were filling
enough, especially in
Bobs and Dana. A lot
of the vegetarian food
is extremely limited or
very flavorless, making
it difficult to want to
eat it. So I stopped
being a vegetarian over
the summer to make
finding
food
easier.
However, if there were
different options I would
definitely go back to it.”
Abbott later confessed
to me that Foss is in fact
her favorite dining hall
and the dining hall where
it was easiest to find
delicious options when
she was a vegetarian.
Vegetarian
food
should be delicious and
accessible
for
every
student, and Foss being
closed on the weekend

poses obstacles for many
students who rely on its
variety of options. I had
a similar experience to
Abbott and began eating
more meat after arriving
at Colby because the
vegetarian options were
hard to find and often
underseasoned.
Foss not only caters
to vegan and vegetarian
students,
but
also
has more options for
students who are glutenfree or gluten intolerant.
When I spoke to
Lilly
Rice,
another
classmate of mine, she
said, “having a limited
number of options on
campus while having a
dietary restriction makes
it hard to find food I can
eat, so the more dining
halls open the better.”
When I asked her
where she found the
best
options,
she
enthusiastically
told
me, “Foss is the place I
usually have the most
luck finding food I like
and can eat.”
Though
there
is
always space for all the
dining halls to grow to
better serve the needs
of students, specifically
those with food allergies
and restrictions, I think
the best way to satisfy
students is by providing
ample options daily.
A big way that the
College could facilitate
students’ dietary wants
and needs is by keeping
all three dining halls
open on the weekends
and ensuring that Foss
has the same dinner
hours as the other two
dining halls.
Though my proposed

ideal solution allows
everyone to eat at their
preferred dining hall, I
realize this may not be
a feasible solution for
the College. Therefore, I
propose that the college
send out a school survey

with
ranked
choice
voting and ask students
which
dining
halls
they want open on the
weekends.
Though Foss may not
win this survey, at least
the dining halls open

on
weekdays
would
be selected through a
democratic process. My
wish for this school is
that every student has an
option for dining that fits
their individual needs.

BRAY HUNTER

Foss dining hall on a calm and quiet winter afternoon as the sun shines through the windows.

Comparing Chinese cuisine and Colby dining:
a food review by a student from Beijing
BY CONRAD WEN

Opinions Repor ter
I
overheard
my
roommate talking to
his friends today about
how he missed New
York bagels and New
York pizza. Later that
day, I was discussing
the ice cream flavors in
our dining halls with
my friends, and one
of them declared: “It
is impossible for them
to serve Mocha! It’s
Maine!”
The first year at Colby
is
emotionally
and
physically
demanding
for all of us. Some of the
most common things I
have heard is how we all
miss our family, friends,
cats, or dogs.
I miss my family. I
miss my old cat, who’s
about to turn nine
this December. I miss
my friends. On top of
that, I had to take a 24hour flight, with three
connecting flights in
between, to get here.
I’ve been trying to

adjust, laboriously, but
those chats assured me
of another thing we all
share: satisfying the
stomach is the hardest
part to overcome.
The
taste
of
different
dishes
in
our
dining
halls,
especially
breakfast,
is
monotonous.
The
foods feel like they are
cooked by machines,
with set regulations and
procedures. It’s usually
some
kind of sauce,
heedlessly poured over
a meal, just to spice the
unflavored meat.
Or perhaps it’s some
horribly
pre-seasoned
vegetables, stir fried.
Or, they simply don’t
know how to capture
the essence
of some
foods; at Bobs or Dana, I
should not be surprised
when they serve rockhard rice.
Dishes, or food, to
some extent, all carry a
metaphysical meaning.
One I know outside of
my culture lies within
the Christian tradition,

where in the common
ritual of communion,

How are we
able to capture
the beauty of
this world in an
industrialized
food system? Is
it even possible
to discover the
multitudes of
spirituality in a
world of “soup
cans,” as depicted
in Andy Warhol’s
famous piece
Campbell’s Soup
Cans (1962)?
bread represents flesh
and wine represents the

blood of Jesus.
Similarly,
food
in
Chinese culture
could represent social
relationships, emotions,
or the spirit. And I
think how we perceive
life is reflected in our
creativity with various
kinds of food.
The Big Eight Cuisines
(styles of cooking) in
China
are
precisely
how people living in
different geographical
locations, reflect their
life philosophy.
Take
Cantonese
cuisine.
I
think
it
represents
creativity,
openness,
and
an
inquiring
spirit
searching
for
the
eternal truth, namely,
how can we make our
lives better.
There are countless
dishes of Cantonese
cuisine:
Dim
sums,
Cantonese
roasted
goose, Beef Chow Fun,
etc.
Within the vastness
and
complexity
of
Cantonese
cuisine,

there are many foreigninspired
Cantonese
dishes, such as the egg
tarts, derived from the
English custard tart and
Portuguese pastel de
nata.
Furthermore, central
to the cooking style
of Cantonese Cuisine
is minimalism — how
to
extract the best
sensory
experience
from the least amount
of processing.
I might be a picky eater,
unwilling to accept new
types of food. I might be
a bigot, who thinks his
food culture dominates
others’. I might be out
of my mind, writing
food reviews to a school
canteen.
Yet, I am somewhat
intertwined in a strange
love-hate
relationship
with
Dana
Rice.
Whenever Dana serves
rice, I still take it. And
I would like to call this
brand-new
cuisine
“Colby cuisine.”
Steamed
rice
with
curry or some form
of flavoring is easy to
make
with
gathered
ingredients. What you
should do is take a
bowl of rice and soak it
with curry or any other
broth or liquid, for 1-2
minutes. You might want
to stir it a bit as you wait
for the rice to soften.
This I call the hidden
menu: “curry rice.”
If the dining hall is
also served meat, you
could take a piece of

meat, cut it into strips,
and place them on your
bowl of rice. There goes
another hidden menu:
“Colby Katsu Curry” (it
needn’t be pork).
Expand your culinary
imagination
with
concrete experiments.
The process of cooking
food is an investigation
of the self and social
relations that no other
activity achieves.
How are we able to
capture
the
beauty
of this
world in an
industrialized
food
system?
Is
it
even
possible to discover
the
multitudes
of
spirituality in a world of
“soup cans,” as depicted
in Andy Warhol’s famous
piece Campbell’s Soup
Cans (1962)?
I admit that trial-anderror is perhaps the only
way to know the truth,
because it contains the
most essential quality:
determination. It is our
determination to live a
better life that has been
dominating the debates
in philosophy or politics
for thousands of years.
The
College
can
engage in this as well, by
opening more kitchens
on campus. Or maybe
just improve the menu,
especially at breakfast.
I know pre-seasoning
is
technically
hard
and time consuming,
but please do try. As I
said, trial-and-error is
perhaps the only way to
know the truth!

CONRAD WEN

A dim sum dish called Phoenix Claws shows complex cuisine.
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Colby Sports Medicine grapples with return to play in the wake of Delta
BY WILL BEDINGFIELD
Sports Editor

As COVID-19’s Delta
variant rages throughout the country, state,
and Kennebec County in
particular, the College
has had to rewrite protocol and react on the fly
to protect its students. As
such, re-entry protocols
have been critically revised to get Colby’s athletes back on the field as
quickly and safely as possible.
Last year, after the
mandatory 14 day quarantine following a positive test, athletes were
introduced to a seven day
reorientation to test their
lungs and stress levels
before they could compete again. Bear in mind
that this was before vaccines and the Delta variant, when testing positive for COVID-19 likely
meant serious flu symptoms and loss of smell
or taste — with some
people recovered from
COVID-19 experiencing
long-term detrimental
symptoms.
This year, with near
school-wide vaccinations
and more knowledge
about the virus’s effects,
a seven-day re-entry was
cut to five days for vaccinated individuals.
Steven Ditzler ‘22 recently recovered from
COVID-19 and is an athlete in the process of reentry. Ditzler explained
the reasoning behind
Sports Medicine’s protocols.
“They are worried

about myocarditis from
COVID-19.
Apparently
the myocarditis or heart
inflammation can cause
even healthy people to
just drop dead during exercise,” Ditzler said.
Myocarditis is a weakening of the heart that
can accompany viral infections: in this case, COVID-19.
The COVID-19 infec-

heart rate while doing
a light exercise activity such as jogging or
cycling. Athletes have
found it difficult lowering their heart rates to
the proper level, especially when compared to
training conducted prior
to a COVID-19 diagnosis.
Day two allows athletes to rejoin their team
practices for half an hour

to engage in light, simple
activities like running
drills. They may begin
light weight training on
their own time. This activity is meant to put just
a little more stress on the
heart and lungs without
going overboard. At this
phase, athletes may push
their heart rate to eighty
percent.
On the third day, ath-

letes can progress to
more complicated and
strenuous training activities for up to 45 minutes
without eclipsing 80 percent of their maximum
heart rate. Additionally, they are allowed to
participate in moderate
weight training on their
own.
Upon the fourth day of
Sports Medicine’s return

to activity progression,
athletes are allowed
to progress to normal
training activities and
work towards full weight
training for 60 minutes,
a welcomed step close
to their full return. The
fifth day is marked by
an end of the progression and a return to full
team training and competition.

“They are worried about myocarditis from
COVID-19.
Apparently the
myocarditis or
heart inflammation can cause
even healthy
people to just
drop dead during exercise”
Steven Ditzler `22

Recovered COVID-19 Patient
tion return is framed as
an “Activity Progression”
designed to stress the
heart and lungs under
careful supervision, and
in gradual increments
to prepare athletes for a
safe return.
The first day lasts just
15 minutes and only utilizes 70 percent of the
individual’s maximum
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Catch up on this week’s scores!
Friday (10/1/21)
Women’s Volleyball
vs. Wesleyan University
at Wesleyan University
Loss
0-3

Saturday (10/2/21)
Men’s Cross Country
Maine State Meet
at Bates College
2nd out of 5 teams

Saturday (10/2/21)
Women’s Soccer
vs. Hamilton College
at Hamilton College
Loss
0-1

Saturday (10/2/21)
Women’s Field Hockey
vs. Hamilton College
at Hamilton College
Loss
1-4

Saturday (10/2/21)
Men’s Football
vs. Hamilton College
at Home
Loss
14 - 27

Saturday (10/2/21)
Men’s Rugby
vs. Bowdoin College
at Bowdoin
Win
34 - 0

Saturday (10/2/21)
Men’s Soccer
vs. Hamilton College
at Home
Win
2-1

Saturday (10/2/21)
Women’s Volleyball
vs. Connecticut College
at Connecticut College
Loss
1-3

Saturday (10/2/21)
Women’s Rugby
vs. Bowdoin College
at Bowdoin College
Loss
55 - 7

Sunday (10/3/21)
Women’s Soccer
vs. Bowdoin College
at Home
Tie
0-0

Forum
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https://www.nytimes.com/puzzles/sudoku/medium

Pen to Paper
Are you a writer? A novelist? A poet?
A flash fiction author?
Submit your writing to The Colby
Echo to be featured in our weekly
Pen to Paper features column!
We accept all kinds of writing and
all subject matter. Length should be
under 1200 words, if possible.
Email any and all submissions to The
Colby Echo’s Creative Director Mady
Hand at mlhand22@colby.edu. Pieces can be submitted anonymously, if
desired.
This is your chance to show Colby
your writing chops!
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Colby Football’s homecoming loss delayed by protest
BY ERIK HOLM

Sports Reporter
Over the weekend,
Colby’s football team
hosted
the
Hamilton Continentals. The
game was delayed for
over an hour when
protestors
marched
onto the f ield and sat
down during the national anthem.
During this time,
protestors attempted
to spread their message via the internet.
Before the game, they
left their website’s QR
code throughout the
stadium. Once on the
f ield, they encouraged
spectators to scan the
code and read their
demands. The only
words the protestors
spoke were “onecolby.
com.”
On the website, the
protestors
demanded a slew of changes
they want on campus,
including
addressing problems around
campus culture, housing, f inance, mental
health, COVID-19, and
food.
The concerns they
raised centered on
the allocation of resources across campus. They cited issues
such as the quality of
food options, the poor
housing situation, and
the spread of a common cold as reflective
of the priorities of the
administration.
Not only did protestors identify problems on campus, but
they also offered solutions. For example,
they demanded an immediate expulsion for
sexual assault-related
incidents and the cre-

ation of multicultural
dorms.
The protestors received a very negative
reaction
from
the crowd, especially
amongst the parents.
Spectators
loudly
booed and jeered, and
appeared to not appreciate the delay.
An
anonymous
source described their
problems with the
protests.

“I was confused
on what [the protestors] wanted ...
I tried to read up
on their points,
but there were
too many.”
Anonymous

“I was confused [sic]
on what [the protestors] wanted. I tried
to read up on their
points,
but
there
were too many,” they
said. “People sympathized with the fact
that they wanted their
voices heard and had
something to say, but
people got frustrated
by the fact it was not
clear what they were
saying.”
This was reflective
of the general mood
towards the protest;
many did not f ind the
website to be an effective way of relaying a
message.
Spectators
would have preferred

a simplif ied message
rather than a laundry
list of points.
The game kicked off
at 3:30, an hour and a
half after the intended
start time.
An impressive opening drive by the Mules
was stopped at the
Hamilton
six
yard
line, setting up a short
f ield goal which they
missed.
Hamilton
drove all the way back
to the Mules’s 25 yard
line, but a stop on a
fourth-and-one
left
their opening drive
scoreless as well. After the f irst quarter,
the score stood at 0-0.
The second quarter
proved to be devastating for the Mules
chances.
Hamilton’s
strong passing attack
picked apart the Mules
secondary with multiple deep shots into the
endzone. The Mules
offense had only one
successful drive, setting up another short
kick that once again
sailed right of the
goalposts.
The Mules tried to
put some points on
the board before halftime, but after only a
few plays on their last
drive, Williams returned a short Colby
throw for a pick-six.
Heading into the half,
the Mules trailed 27-0.
Coming out of the
break, Colby made
many adjustments. A
two-yard run by running back Devin Marracco `22 into the endzone capped off a
skilled drive by the
Mules to start the second half.
Multiple
long throws by quarterback Matt Hersch
`22 and several high-

light-reel
catches
comprised the drive
that brought the spirit back into the game
and the crowd.
The Mules’ defense
adjusted its tactics
as well. In the f irst
half, Hamilton’s quarterback had far too
much time to throw
the ball down f ield,
picking out his targets with ease. But in
the second half, the
defensive line began
pressuring Hamilton’s
quarterback far more

frequently. Hamilton’s
f irst drive ended in a
three and out.
The very next drive
saw similar success
for the Mules’ offense.
Hersch threw an 18yard dart to Jack Sawyer `25
in the end
zone to complete their
drive, cutting the def icit to 13 heading into
the fourth quarter.
In the fourth quarter,
the Mules tried their
best to make up for
the slow start, but the
offense could not sus-

tain its third quarter
success. Penalties and
frustration
derailed
their momentum, and
they could not f ind
the endzone again.
The defense, however,
kept them in the game
and did not concede
another score.
Heading into next
week’s
matchup
against the Williams’
Ephs, the Mules must
build off their success in the second half
to get back in the win
column.
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Devastator of the Week
B Y J ULIAN C ANGIETER H ERNANDEZ
Sports Reporter
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Hannah Wyllie `24
Sport:
15
Volleyball
Position:
Middle Blocker
Hometown:
Rockland, Massachusetts

COVID-19 update for the
week of September 27
B Y W ILL B EDINGFIELD
Sports Editor

This week in COVID-19
news: the campus seems
to be recovering from
last week’s outbreak
and things are winding
down after a busy homecoming weekend.
Last Monday (9/27),
the College’s testing program identified two cases on campus. Another
two students tested positive the next day.
Since the College implemented mandatory
vaccination for students,
contact tracing does not
necessitate quarantines,
so the number of students in quarantine remains zero.

There were no new
cases
the
following
Wednesday and Thursday, showing strong
numbers from a busy
weekend. Friday and
Saturday,
however,
brought one positive
case each, leading up
to an anxiety-inducing
homecoming weekend,
with families streaming
to Mayflower Hill from
far and wide.
Looking forward after
homecoming weekend,
Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday’s PCR test
results will be indicative
of how COVID-19 cases
were affected by family weekend. Hopefully,
the College will remain
at health code level

“Green” as the College
has all semester long.
Overall,
continuing
mask mandates, combatting COVID-19 this
semester
has
been
signficantly easier. The
mask mandate no longer
applies to the outdoors,
and contact tracing
simply entails wearing
masks in all spaces indoors and not eating inside of dining halls for
five days.
This is significantly
more relaxed than last
year,
when
contact
traced students were required to quarnatine in a
single occupancy room
for seven days with no
in person contact with
anyone else.

Our devastator of
the week is Hannah
Wyllie `24 of the volleyball team, who is
leading the team in
kills and was key in
propelling them to a
strong 6-3 record (currently 4-0 at home).
Volleyball
star ted
the season 4-0 for the
f irst time since 2012
and is on track to
have their best regular season record in
over f ive years.
Wyllie’s
outstanding play, through her
array of kills and
blocks, has cer tainly
aided her teammates
and contributed to
those wins. Wyllie recorded a season-high
16 kills over four sets
against Bates on Sept.
25, her sixth time
this year leading the
Mules. She has four
matches with doubledigit kills and only
one match without
scoring double-digit
points.
Boasting
an
impressive 121.5 points
scored over the course
of nine matches, Wyllie has been a force
at the net, destroying
opponents and setting
the tone for victory.
Wyllie and the Mules
look to continue their
hot star t when they
face off against Hus-

son
University
at
home this Wednesday
at 7 p.m.
Wyllie took some
time with The Colby
Echo to discuss her
season performance.
The Colby Echo (Echo):
Do you have any pregame routine?
Hannah Wyllie (HW):
Not really, I usually
listen to some music while I am getting
ready and then our
team always has a pregame dance circle that
gets us hyped up.
Echo: What’s one thing
collectively the team
has done well?
HW: One thing our
team has collectively
done well is keeping
an open mind and being very coachable,
our
new
coaching
staff has brought in a
lot of new ideas that
have improved our
game a lot and everyone works really hard
to implement those.
Echo: How is the chemistry on the court with
most of the players
being underclass?
HW: Being honest, on
the court you can’t
feel the class divides.
The
upperclassmen
and especially our
captains have done a
great job being lead-

ers and helping the
underclassmen adjust
to a real season and
playing in games but
when we are on the
court everyone is out
there to do their job
regardless of grade.
Echo: What is your favorite part about this
team?
HW: My favorite part
about this team is
how much fun we
have while playing
the game. This year
especially it means so
much to just be able
to play. I feel like we
are all very grateful,
so even on really long
days or during a tough
practice we f ind a way
to have fun and remember why we love
this game so much.
Echo: What has been
the key to volleyball’s
undefeated record at
home?
HW: I think the key
to our undefeated record at home has been
our mindset when it
comes to playing on
our home court. We
all take a lot of pride
in
protecting
our
court and really showing other teams what
Colby Volleyball is
about. (And the chocolate
chip
cookies
made by Natalie Bumpus’s mom are a good
incentive).

